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eligion is back in politics. It walked in with
James Earl Carter, Jr., 51, former governor of
Georgia, Democratic aspirant for the presidency, and, if the polls are to be believed.
likely next occupant of the White House. In the AI
Smith and John Kennedy campaigns the religious issue centered in the candidate's Catholicism: Could
the candidate place the Constitution above the teachings of his church? In the present campaign it centers
in Mr. Carter's unabashed enthusiasm for the teachings of his church-Southern Baptist. Is he sincere?
Too sincere? Too sincere for Realpolitik? Is anybody
in politics sincerely religious?
There are other vital questions: Should Mr. Carter
become President, how would his views on the place
of modem Israel in Bible prophecy influence his
foreign policy toward the Arab nations? Would his
moral ~onvictions lead to meaningful reform in politics? Or would they lead him to favor legislated morality (as governor of Georgia he supported a strengthened Sunday law)? What of his views on abortion? A
religious amendment?
·
LIBERTY asked Ralph Blodgett. assistant editor of
These .!imes, to determine the candidate's views on
these and other questions. Blodgett caught up with
the Carter express as it steamrollered opponents in
the Ohio pritllary. The -following exclusive interviey;
took place in the back seat of the Carter limousine

~_!lJ.!F:.~~S.aiJcJ.id_gt,i:}r~:~g·JiLween._ SJ~Y-~--;n-

ville,
Ohio,
and...._
Wheeling,
.,............;._
_..;...,_
_ _-=-.-.-..... West Virginia
..... .
LIBERTY: You have stated that the decisive factor in
this year's election is not economics. not jobs, not
detente, nor politics, but the feeling that this country
has lost its moral and spiritual underpinnings, its
sense of purpose and direction. Would you amplify
these views?
·
CARTER: I believe that. the American people have a
deep hunger to see the precious things restored. They
want three things: a government able to deliver the
services they need, a government sensitive to their
desires, and a government that is honest. ·
The modern societal structure is much Jess directive
than when I was a child. When I was a child, the family unit was always there. If I got in trouble or had a
difficult question, my mother and father were always
there. Nowadays that's not the case.
Today's world is one of fast-paced change. The
future has arrived before yesterday is gone. Changes
come so fast that we cannot keep up with them. Not
only our goals but the very method by which we determine them seems obsolete. Every person needs
""~,..,.,.,....,-....~"!

8

something that doesn't change. Obviously, a deep
religious faith serves that need. But in addition. in the
secular world there ought to be a government whose
ethics, morals, standards of excellence, and standards
of greatness are a source of inspiration and reassurance. In the aftermath of Vietnam, Cambodia, Chi!~.
Watergate, and revelations of CIA excesses, a lot of
people feel that the stability that has always been in
their fives-a deep sense that my government is great.
my government is pure, my government is decent, and ·
my government is honest-that assurance has been
lost.
LIBERTY: Do you view your religion as an asset in
· the campaign for the Presidency?
CARTER~ In some areas. Elsewhere my widely pub-·
lished religious convictions are not a political help. I
do not hold them because of their effect on the electorate. I hold them despite their effect. I hold them
because I believe them. They're part of the Carter
package. They come with me.
LIBERTY: Christ once said, ''Render therefore unto .
Caesar the things which are Caesar's; and unto God
the things that are God's'" (Matthew 22:21). Hm._-,
would you, as President, relate this counsel to your
personal religious convictions and to government"!
C~RTER: A tenet of the Baptist faith is complete
separation of church and state. I hold this view. And I
have not found it to impose a strain either on my personal religious convictions or on my performance in
public office. I'm. not a newcomer to politics. I was on
a school board during the tough integration years. I've
been a State Senator two terms, a governor for four
years. And I've never found any incompatibility between those two parts of my life. Certainly I've never
used political office to force my religious convictions
on someone else.
Baptists believe that religion should be a personal
relationship between a person and God. We don't ascribe to our church any authority over our lives. Each .
individual Baptist church is autonomous. We don"t
believe that the Southern Baptist Convention should
have any sort of authority over any individual Baptist
church. So there would be no problem in my Presidency in keeping separate religion and government. I
would be a strong defender of the First Amendment
and interpret it very strictly.
LIHERTY: What do you sec as the basic responsibility of a state under Go<I?
CARTER: From the beginning of our nation religious
faith has been part of our political framework-the
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This story appeared in yesterday's Inquirer - October 14.
I think we should follow up on it immediately. There
is a brief story in today's Inquirer, in which Klein
claims that he was erroneously quoted in saying
that unemployment would not go down to 5.5% by 1980.
He does not however challenge the remainder of the
story.
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.ECONOff1IC ADVISER
DOUBTS CARTER AIM
ON GUT IN INFLATION
KLEIN CALLS GOAl UNREAliSTiC
Rules Out Drop to 4% by 1980,
! but Says Georgian Perhaps
'Could Have It in 2d Term"
l

Bf

STEVE.~

RATNER

Prof'. Lawrence R. Klein. Jimmy Car·
ter'a pt.l'lcipal economic ad ll'iser, sa.id la.st
night thAt Mr. Carter's goal ot towering
inflation to 4 percent by 1980 wu f!Ot
realistic and that Carter econom•cs
• would actua.lly increase inflatiOn tempo! rarily.
"Mr. Carter couldn't have 4 ~~nt by
1980 but perhaps he eould have lt an tM
second term," Professor Klein add~
The U:-~iversity of Pennsylvania eco-nomics professor also. ack.no;vledg~ that
bis economic forecastmg model estimated
that, .under Carter policies, "the in.na.~on
rate might be a halt {percentage pomt)
higher in the ntiddle yea-n" of the 19~6
to 1980 period than if pre$e.nt econorrue
policies were continued.
Dr. Klein made L'le two statements.
v.1licb conflict with pcast Carter remarks,
at different times during rem&rks Jut
night in which he also said tha.t "Gover·
nor Carter would be -good for prof1ts,
Governor Carter would be good far thtt
economy and Gove..-nor Cuter would
even be good for the £tock ma.rkel''
4% or us.a Within Four Yean~
Mr Carter has made a number ot
statemerrts on the inflation problem-:according to Dr. Klein, the· Democraac
Presidemial candidate once .sought t l
percent rate--l>l.lt at a news eonference
in Pliitn.s, Ga., on July 28, the torme:r
Geo:-gia Governor &aid that one ot. his
major economic goa.ls was to ech1eve
an inflation rate or .f percent or leu
1 v..ithin four years.
S~alting at the r.oosevelt Hotel here
I before alumni of th~ University of Pe::n..
sylvania's Wharton School, a .Iea~mg
business school, Dr. Klein rnaantamed
that Mr. Carter's propo~als woul~ pro-vide annual growth of 4~ pe-rcent an the
gross r.ationa.l p;oduct b~ 1980 while the
Republican pohc1e-s no-.v 1n effeet would
yield decreasing growth that would drop
to 2 oercl':nt yearly by 1979. ·

City

Euilion)

To· reach the 4~ ·percent goal. Dr.
Klein called for futer expansion or the
money supply, incre•u•ed &pendi~g for
johs and hou!>ing and new 1no::entives to
spur capital invest.ment. .. We ~ed to
stimulate the private ~ector J.hrC"Iugh
budgetary and fiscal prudern:e a1m.ed at
gettin2 he economy on a better growth
track." he said.
Result of Intufflc:iettt Aetioa ·.
Continued From Page 6J
Dr. Klein maintained that the c~ent
targl'ts for increasing the mor.ey supply 1
econowc "pause'• was a result of uuufnow observed by the Federal F.eserve.
.
ficient Government action and said that
He also suggested using Fi'deral funds'
'the solu.lioon was an immediate increase
to create about one milhon new jobs in
in the money supply while developing
private industry- 300,000 a year for
the new Government spending programs.
three years -to reduce the unemploy''There is trouble in the economy,'' Dr.
ment rate by 1 percent. Not Jnduding the
Klein said, "the recovery is going on but
job programs, Dr. Klein estimated !.hat
not on schedule. The Am~:rica.n economy
the other economic measL<res would cur
is on a recovery path that has been cut
unemployment to 5'h per:ent by l!-150. ;1
in half.''
•
In addition,· "no recovery is cv:npiete !
In recent wl!'eks ,the econamac sta•
without a housing markf"t," h~ said. While j
t!stics from Washington have begun to
worry economists. Many ana!ysts had i housing is pirking up from iL~ depre:,sed j
, levels, Dr. Klein contendrd that tht> need· l
been predicting that the !'a.tion's ecoed level of i. 7 million units a \ear would j
nomic recovery would conttnue to gath·not be sustainable without Federal sub· i
er strength into J977.
.
~idies for aho11t 400,000 of them.
:
Dr. Klein, along with other econcmnsts.
Unless new inVC!ilment nnurs by 197~.-j
believes that L~e failure of eapiud spendDr. Klein said. manufacruri'lf' capaci~y
Ing to increase and the uneven pattern
1
of consumt'r spending are at fault. In , will become tight, puttm~ upward pres. 1
; !;U rf' on prices.
·
addition, Mr. Carter's adviser noted that
I "We need some kind . of itwes~ment ,
the Government had fallen far shart; stimulus as a :<afeguard agai!1St :r.n:.:ion· 1
perhaps .as much as $20 bi!lio~ _H.s;
: <~ry pressvres.' he I:Hided. 0• K!~lr, !>U!!· ,
expenditure targets for the fnst ,nme
gestt·d the p0:,sibilitle~ of sulosidir•,, rl'· :
month:.. spending that could have stimu· search and d.:veio~ment nwney or m· ,
lated the econmy.
I vestment tax credits.
i
On energy, Dr. Klein said that we need I:
Thls Year's Growth at 1%
"upward adjustment of prices," presum· '
"It you simply continue present poli·
ably to spur production. tngether with!
des;• Dr. Klein said, "the Wh~on ec~- ' ''nonprice moves to {;Onsc1'l.ar.on."
.
1
1ometric forecasting model proJectS tlus
All tcld. Dr. K~ein exnerts thar h1ii
' yt-a.r's gro~Jt at 6 percen~ 5 to 5 ~ ~
long-term f'{;Onomic: program would add ·
cent next year and then 1t starts gomg
c.bout $15 billion to Government spenddown."
ing over the next four years . .E!ut he still
"The result is little inroad -into unemexpects a ba!anced budget by the enct Qf
ployment-6 percent by the end of the
lhe penod. on the theory thut the adrlt'd '
decade a poor performance for the
tcanomic ;u::thntr would prm 1de e~:-.~.;gh
t:nitcc:!'States economy in today'& world,"
t~:oara t<L<ot receipts to clo:H: the ~np
,
he added.
However. he doe~ not ad' 'lC!"' <> Ia:; ,
Part of Dr. Klein's plan involves monecui tt"l .<<lin~ul;~te todav's !a~gmg Pconnmv 1
tary easl':-he said he would "hold pro.
because the losL re;;ffiue nq;h• make m- i
jected interest ratl':s 1 perc.ent" below
c:rcast"d social programs aM a balan·~eJ I
their estima:~-d growth and d1sregard the
huds>Pt lm~ssible Dr. Kltin"c; proj;:cti·•al'
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When Due on Weekends

New System
To Speed Up
SS Payments

...::

A policy change which will place
monthly Social Security checks in
the hands of some 30 million recipients on Friday if the third of
the month falls on Saturday or
Sunday was announced last month
by the Treasury Department.
The change is effective immediately and the new policy will affect
the date October checks are received. Normally, recipients would
get this month's check on Saturday
because the customary delivery
date on the third of the month
comes on Sunday. But because
of the new procedure, Octubet ~ ·..
checks are scheduled to be delivered on Friday, Oct. 1, according to Treasury officials.
Treasury Secretary William E.
Simon used his discretionary authority to make the change in response to an appeal from more
than 30 United States senators,
who also requested that monthly
checks be delivered the preceding
Friday if they are due on a Monday that is a national holiday.
Treasury officials pointed out,
however, that if the third of the
month is a holiday Monday, checks
will continue to be delivered on
Saturday, the first. Any departure
from this practice would require a
change in the law, since checks
must be dated during the month of
intended payment.
Many older persons do not bank
at institutions that have Saturday
hours or, for various reasons, do
not have weekend check-cashing
opportunities and, consequently,
don't have funds for two or three
days, the letter to Simon said.
The date change also applies
to Social Security beneficiaries
participating in the Direct Deposit
Program in which checks are
mailed directly to individual accounts of designated financial institutions.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

OCTOBER 1976

Tax Reform Act Extends Reductions,
Changes Estate Payments lor Heirs
Congress last month cleared and
sent to the White House for President Ford's signature a far-reaching tax revision bill that extends
through 1977 tax reductions for
individuals and corporations and
includes the first major changes in
estate taxes in 35 years.
Congressional tax analysts say
the sweeping legislation will affect
every citizen and give the U.S.
Treasury an additional $1.6 billion
in revenues for fiscal 1977, which
started Oct. 1. The House and Senate have been working on the legislation for more than two years.
Many
of the Tax Re-

....

---~
benefit to older taxpayers,

Smithsonian Institution, was honored with othel' wiDDers at a reception-dinner
last month at the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C. AARP member Sidney Eisenberger, center, the winDer, is congratulated by Charles Blitur, right, Smithsonian
assistant seeretary fOF hktoey and art. At left is Ridtard Cooley, president of
Wells Fargo. Eisenberger learned about tbe contest in a recent News Bulletin.

Federal Pensioners Face Loss
Of lo;'o Cost-of-Living 'Kicker'
Price Index (CPI) to rise at least
A House-Senate conference
three per cent and remain at that
committee has approved an
amendment to an appropriations · level for three months. The first
increase under the pending amendbill that would repeal the automent could not occur before
matic one percent add-on that reMarch 1, 1977, but would be
tired federal government employes
based on the advance in the CPI
and military personnel receive
since the last adjustment.
when they get a cost-of-living increase in their pensions.
Commenting on the proposed
In place of the one percent inlegislation, an AARP spokesman
crement, conferees approved a
said the Association "finds it highly
new method for determining costobjectionable that this legislative
of-living pension adjustments
amendment was inserted into an
which would affect about 1.1 milappropriations bill on the Senate
lion retired military personnel and
floor without any opportunity for
1.5 million retired civilian emhearings or discussion by repreployes of the federal government.
sentatives of the retirees who will
The amendment, which has to
be affected.
be voted on by the full House and
"Our Association believes that
Senate, provides for annuity inthe
Senate's substitute cost-of-livcreases twice a year, March 1 and
ing adjustment mechanism will
Oct. 1, which would reflect the
not prevent a gradual erosion of
total cost-of-living increases for
annuity purchasing power over a
the preceding six-month period
period of time."
without waiting for the Consumer

some particulars of the measure
will have a negative impact.
Changes of particular interest to
many older persons include liberalization of the retirement income
credit, a tax break on any gain
from the sale of a personal residence, and substantial restriction
of the availability of the maximum
$5,200 gross income exclusion for
disability "sick pay."
Under a revised retirement income credit, an individual age 65
or over will be allowed to take into
account when computing his credit
up to $2,500 of adjusted gross income ($3,750 in the case of a joint
return where both spouses are eligible) rather than just "retirement
income." The $2,500 maximum,
however, must be reduced by any
Social Security and Railroad Retirement benefits and $1 for every
$2 of adjusted gross income in excess of $7,500 ($10,000 in the
case of a married couple filing
jointly). The credit is equal to 15
percent of the amount so determined.
Persons under age 65 who receive a pension from a public employee retirement system can take
into account up to $2,500 of such
(Continued on page 3)
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G· 'ALD .FOR··
I am grateful for this opportunity to share my views
on corporate social responsibility with the readers of
Response. This publication is a good example of the
leadership the insurance industry has shown over
the past half century in many different fields, including health education, health care delivery systems,
community service, urban revitalization, environmental programs, crime prevention, race relations, and
cultural programs. Your efforts have made a dramatic
difference to the communities in which you have
worked, and your commitment in both dollars and
service is an example for the business community
at large.
In recent years, government has proven time and
again that it does not have all the answers for meeting our social needs. As we enter our third century,
we are reminded that in our society, Government's
role should be to help people do what they cannot
achieve as individuals. If we are to bring American
energy and resourcefulness fully to bear on the problems we confront, Government and the private sector
must join in the search for new ways to utilize the
flexibility, initiative, and expertise that characterize
American problem-solving.
Fortunately, there are many signs today of a growing sense of corporate and personal ·responsibility
among American business leaders. Expansion of the
traditional perception of corporate responsibility to
include not only management's obligation .to maximize the return on shareholders' investments, but
also management's role in balancing the competing
claims of shareholders, employees, consumers, and
the community at large, reflects an incontrovertible
fact of modern economic life. Business is heavily
dependent upon the society which surrounds it. It is
heartening to me to note that businessmen are no

2

•

' '
longer simply measuring. corporate performance in
terms of profit and los~. but also in terms of social
responsibility. There is, I am convinced, a growing
view in the business community that increased productivity and profitability go hand-in-hand with a
healthy social environment.
Corporations are cooperating in efforts to set high
quality standards for their products, price them fairly,
and advertise them honestly. They are cooperating
vigorously in the national effort to end job discrimination while continuing to contribute to the provision
of employee benefits, including health, unemployment, and disability insurance, pensions, vocational
training, and improvement in the quality of the work
experience itself. And, we are witnessing a trend
toward more generous corporate giving to enrich the
cultural and educational life of the community.
This process of increasing corporate social responsibility is a gradual one. Its scope is limited by
financial and personal constraints. But the benefits
to be gained profit the whole society. Their attainment constitutes nothing less than an achievement
of the fullest material and human potential of the
American system of production.
continued on page 15

This issue of Response carries the first compreh
statements on corporate social responsibility by tt
major candidates for President of the United States.
What President Ford and Governor Carter have to
these pages is must reading, not only for corporate
utives but for all Americans interested in the stability
economic system and its relation to the total society.
The stuff of presidential campaign debates is m
the different views of the candidates-and the For
Carter statements to Response point out some differ
Of equal significance however, is that they agreE
fundamental point: the importance of the commitme
utilization of resources of the corporate community
national assault on social problems.

~-CA.
In my acceptance speech at the Democratic convention, I said that "business, labor, agriculture, science. and government should not struggle in isolation from one another, but should be able to strive
t~ward mutual goals and shared opportunities."
There is no better place to begin working together
than in the attack on America's social problems. One
of the reasons our government has grown so large
and unwieldy in recent years is that many of us have
left the solution of our problems to the bureaucrats
alone. The government should do what it does efficiently and well, but a healthy society requires the
efforts of individual citizens and businesses as well.
There is hardly any area-education, the environment, urban improvement, the arts-in which corporations and businessmen cannot make a positive and
valuable contribution. There is plenty of work for
everyone.
Take, for example, the whole field of education
and manpower training. One of my greatest concerns
is the stark fact that many of our schools are not prepa·:ng their students for responsible adult lives. Far
too many of our youngsters are leaving school as
fur,ctional illiterates, unable to cope with the simplest
probiems confronting them as citizens. as workers,

Five years ago this fall, 100 chief executives representing a cross-sect:on of the nation's life and health insurance
companies came together for two full days to discuss corporate social responsibility and this business. That meeting
led to the creat on of the Clearinghouse on Corporate
Social Respons o ity, which in turn developed Response
as a vehicle f,y providing information and guidance in this
field .
The statements of the Democratic and Republican candidates for Prestdent establish that the concept of corpo rate social res;;onsibility has now become a permanent
fixture in our sec ety and the business system.

} '
as consumers or as parents. •
No institution alone can solve this terrible problem ..
But the business community can surely help.
What about a training program that would give
drop-outs and youngsters of low achievement the
practical education needed to hold a job? Corporate
programs cannot, of course, replace the schools.
But if one corporation made a commitment to train
50 young people for jobs, it would be an important
step toward reducing the number who despairingly
turn to the idleness of welfare or the seduction of
crime.
What about a company-sponsored day care center
for working mothers? Or paid leaves-of-absence to
executives to render technical assistance to local
colleges and local educational planning agencies?
And corporations can do something else, perhaps
the most important of all. They can create a climate
which encourages their executives and employees to
participate in the life of their community, state, and
nation. A thriving and successful school system requires vigorous public support. The businessman
who lends assistance to his local schools and board
of education and the corporation which encourages
him, are invaluable public assets.
"Will" is important. If projects are undertaken only
for their public relations value or on a token basis,
they will surely fail. We need genuine commitmentsand commitments which are not revoked when the
first group of students in a training school turns out
to be unpromising, or when the economy turns downward, or when the positions taken by company officers on local issues become controversial.
Some critics say that activities of the sort 1 have
suggested are not proper for a corporation. which
exists for the sole purpose of making a profit for its

continued on page 15
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•
work together

Business and Government can
for
the common good. As I said in August,
"We will build an America where people feel rich
in spirit as well as in worldly goods. We will build an
America where people feel proud about themselves
and about their country ... I see a new generation of
Americans that know what is right and knows itself,
a generation determined to preserve its ideals, its
environment, our Nation, and the world."

stockholders. This " bottom line" philosophy ignores
both the opportunity of the corporation to serve the
public in general and the benefits which social action
can bring. By working to improve social conditions,
the corporation is working to improve its profitability.
Social activities may not be immediately translatable
into profits on the books. But the well-being of the
community will eventually improve the well-being of
the corporation. If schools in a community deteriorate.. for example, the skills of those entering the
local labor market will also suffer. A. corporate citizen of that community can only be harmed by having
a lower quality work force at its disposal.
I have always been a believer in voluntarism, and
have reflected on what the Federal government, or a
President, can do to make voluntary corporate efforts
more effective.
In some areas, incentives may be appropriate.
Proposals have, for instance, been made to extend
the investment credit for capital equipment to cover
investments in human resources, such as the job
training schools I have mentioned. Incentives, if
properly limited, may indeed be appropriate in some
circumstances, although I will say frankly that the
justification for any such incentive would have to be
very strong and the beneficial effect very evident to
receive my support; I do not propose to have the
country's day care centers look like tax shelters.
As for the President himself, he can remain open
to innovations, ideas and suggestions. And he can
encourage private business and businessmen in
their efforts to discharge their social responsibilities.
In this connection, I think of the hundreds of business leaders in communities around the country who
courageously and imaginatively helped their com- ·
munities in carrying out the Supreme Court's mandate to desegregate the schools. These men and
women acted in the finest tradition of American civic
participation.
I believe in voluntarism and, if elected President,
will not hesitate to use the prestige and power of the
office to encourage it.
We have come a long way in this country since
1935, when the Internal Revenue Code first permitted
a corporate deduction for charitable contributions
I foresee a future in which businessmen come to
realize even more fully than they do today the need
for corporate action to meet social problems and
take an ever expanding and more innovative view of
what can be done. The result will be good for business and good for the American people.

.

Fireman's Fund Fights Choking Accidents
Fireman's Fund American Life Insurance Company has initiated a public service program to inform
people about choking accidents, which claim an
estimated 4,000 lives annually in the United States.
The company has sent out more than a million
copies of a brochure and still receives requests for
an average of 20,000 copies a week.
The brochure describes two rescue techniquesthe extraction method, in which fingers are used to
remove the obstruction, and the new Heimlich
Maneuver, developed by Dr. Henry J. Heimlich,
which involves applying pressure to the abdomen to
force trapped air out of the victim's lungs, causing
the object to be expelled. The Fireman's Fund program has involved medical and public health organizations, businesses, government agencies, restaurant associations, service clubs and insurance
groups throughout the nation.

8

· . Presence

~

erican H istory Cited

North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company
sponsored a display on black history in the Heritage
Room of its Durham home ·office as the first part of
a program called "A Shrine to the Black Presence in
American History." The exhibit is on permanent loan
from the Smithsonian Institution.
The significance of the exhibit is that it gives the
black community " a sense of history that it perhaps
has not had an opportunity to get in public school,"
acCDrding to William J . Kennedy Ill, president of the
company. It offers both portraits and documents as
evidence of black participation in the American
Revolution. The program later will include a North
Carolina Mutual Heritage Wall which will focus on
outstanding persons and events in the company's
history, and a Heritage Room Wall of Fame which
will pay tribute to the achievements of outstanding
blacks in American history.
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Position 01
Statements from the c
In spite of their vast economic impact on the nation, from the interstate to farm-to-market
roads, for industry use and personal travel, highways are not an issue in current
campaign discussions. Because they are of direct interest to our readers, BETTER
RQADS asked the candidates for their p~ositions on highways. As limited as their

FORD:
Reserve Trust Fund for Inter-State Construction and
Maintenance • SimplifY. Programs • Reduce Red Ta~e • Authority and

Grants to Local Authorities and

T

ransportation has changed a
great deal in America since 1956
when the President voted for the
landmark iegisiation which established the Highway Trust Fund
and authorized construction of our
great Interstate Highway Sy::;tem.
The Interstate System is now more
than 85% complete.
We are increasingly concerned
\vith conserving energy, protecting
the environment, and preserving established neighborhoods and com·
munities. And serious shortcomings
are evident in the direction and
implementation of our Federal
Highway programs. Tn June 1975
the Ford administration responded
to these changes. and to the approaching expiration of the
f-k;hway Trust Fund in 1977, by
su hmitting legislation to the Congress which recommended major
changes in our Federal Highwoy
pr<Jgram.
President Ford prrJposed to alter
existing Federal financing of
highways by reserving the trust
fm~d t·xclusively for cQmpletion of
16
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Farm~to-Market

the Interstate System, while financing all other Federal Highway
assistance out of general revenues.
Construction of the essential, uncompleted links in the Interstate
Highway System is the top priority
for Federal Funds. Continuing the
trust fund will assure that this; as
well as essential maintenance and
modernization, is accomplished.
The President also proposed to
eliminate more than 30 narrow
categories of highway funding and
replace them with three broad
programs or block grants to cover
urban transportation, rural
transportation, and highway safety
improvements. This simplification
of federal programs will save time
and money by reducing red tape and
paper \Vork. It wilt also make possible a more efficient use of resources
through giving greater authority to
local and state officials who are
familiar with local needs. To provide
more resources to local officials.
President Ford proposed that the
revenue derived from one set of the
Federal gas tax be returned to the
states.

Roads and Bridges

In 1965, total expenditures in the
U.S. for all highway functions was
$13.5 billion. Ten years later. in
1975, total spending had increased
to $25.5 billion, but Americans were
actually spending less in constant
dollars per vehicle mile due to inflation and the over 3(11'0 increase in the
number of vehicle miles traveled in
the U.S. Many miles of fine new
roads have been built during the
past decade, but too many of our
urban and secondary roads have
been allowed to decline. Many rural
farm-to-market roads and bridges
are in need of immediate attention.
Block grants and the return of a
portion of Federal gas tax revenues
will help the states, counties, tmvns
and cities which have the primary
responsibility
for
maintaining
secondary roads, to reverse this
trend.
While there is need for improvement, over all, America has the
finest road system in the world.
President Ford will not allow this
great in vestment by the people in
our nation to decline.

-

"

Highways
idates at press time
i

'

statements are, hopefully they will provide some useful contemplatiop. for officials and
engineers responsible for the management and operations of their departments, along
with road contractors vitally in need of assurance that proposed projects will not be
buried in continuous, costly red tape!
•

CARTER:

Reevaluate Trust Fund • Effect on Railroads •Set National
Transportation Policy • Multi-Model Approach

T

he Highway Trust Fund has
served as an outstanding and
successful mechanism for constructing an extensive and effective highway network in the United States. In
doing so, the Fund has also supported a major section of the U.S.
economy, providing jobs, advancing
technology, and changing the face
of the American landscape.
vVe are now in an era in which the
nation's transportation needs are
changing. Such problems as energy
costs, material shortages, and environmental considerations will
continue to have a great and increasing bearing upon future needs
and programs. We need to
reevaluate the Highway Trust Fund
and consider whether its past
success might be extended to other
modes of transportation. What we
need most today is a balanced multimodal approach to maintaining and
improving the nation's transportation svstem.
Federal aid to the states has been

restricted primarily to expenditures
associated with new construction.
Our progress with the Interstate and
rural road systems, however, will
reduce our future needs for nen'"
highways. We should shift attention
to maintenance and modernization
of the present system.
Under the Highway Act of 1973,
the Highway Trust Fund v-.·as made
available-on a very limited basisfor use in financing public mass
transportation. However in several
cases, such financing has proven to
be difficult to use because of the
divergent goals and objectives of
state and local officials. \Ve should
try to set a national transportation
policy, while making urban
transportation implementation truly a matter of local discretion.
In the 15 years between 1950 and
1965, the annual federal aid to
high•.vays increased roughly 800·7.•.
During this time, the highway
systems' share of the total freight
revenue in the United States in-

creased rapidly also, largely at the
expense of rail transportation, so
that now highways have the largest
share of this revenue. While federal
aid to highways did not cause the
current crisis in our nation's
railroad system, it has had a definite
impact. We need a more balanced
approach to funding to stress our
future, not our past needs.
We need a balanced view of the
nation's transportation system. The
concept of a total transportation
trust fund is especially appealing in
that it would support and facilitate
this balanced approach. At the same
time, we need to review and change
the complex regulatory system with
which our transport industries must
contend.
We should learn from the
Highway Trust Fund experience
and extend the lesson to our total
trani:iportation policy. We need a
balanced approach to development
and maintenance to meet our future
needs.
•
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Presidential Candidates respond
to PROFESSIONAL SAFETY questions!

)

Gerald R.- Ford

SAFETY
ISSUES

(

Jimmy Carter

Each of the two major parties' Presidential candidates, Gerald R. Ford and Jimmy Carter, were
asked by PROFESSIONAL SAFETY to respond to three major safety-related questions. Substantive responses were received, together with expressions of appreciation for the opportunity for expression
from each candidate. Starting on the following two pages are the responses in unedited form, as
was promised at the time of solicitation. The questions-for which P.S. asked "respo~ses in as complete and pertinent a form as possible"-are:
1. What is your philosophy, including outlook and plans, regarding safety for all Americans, both
on and off the jobl
2. What is your position on the overall effectiveness of each of the following regulatory agencies
involved with safety? How well have they worked? Can they be improved; and how? a. OSHA? b.
CPSC? c. MESA? d. NHTSA?
3. What are your feelings concerning improvement or revitalization of Worker's Compensatio§.\
laws in the U.S.? Should there be federal legislation, or should programs be kept at the state level?
What are the problems? Is administration fair or unfair? Administered properly?
r

(continued on next page)
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Candidate Ford's responses:
Q. What is your philosophy, including outlook and plans, regarding
safety for all Americans, both on
and off the job?
A. Safety-our complex industrial
society is continually generating new
threats to our physical health and
safety. With good reason, Americans
are increasingly concerned with
greater safety, both on and off the
job. But too often we have not
sought out the most effective'-'vay to
attain our worthy goal of increased
safety. We have failed to ask ourselves whether the benefits we have
received from elaborate new safety
regulations or devices are equal ~o
their costs in dollars or in the loss of
other equally desirable things such
as jobs, convenience, or self-reliance.
In recent years our most reflex
response to the needs for improved
safety has been more government
regulations. Today we have more
than 80 federal regu Ia tory agencies
and more than 100,000 government
employees whose primary responsibility is to regulate some aspect of
our lives. Often, government regulation is necessary, but too often it
has caused new problems, excessive
costs, and endless red tape without
significantly reducing hazards to our
health or safety.
Educating the public, consumers,
workers, manufacturers, designers,
and builders to the importance and
requirements of greater safety will
reduce the need for elaborate governmental regulations. This can also
be accomplished by more safetyconscious design and engineering to
eliminate potential hazards before
they cause harm in the workplace or
the home. We must reform our regulations and regulating agencies to
make them more effective in promoting safety. This task is well under
way.
Q. What is your position on the
overall effectiveness of each of the
following regulatory agencies involved with safety? How well have
they worked? Can they be improved;
and how? a. OSHA? b. CPSC? c.
MESA? d. NHTSA?
A. In the past year, we have
achieved the most significant accomplishment of progress toward regula10

tory reform in three decades. We
have moved toward a more open
and vigorous free market in which
consumers may choose from a wider
range of goods and services and
businessmen have an increased opportunity to run their own businesses. Progress has been made, but
we must continue to pursue vigorously our efforts to improve the major regulatory agencies concerned
with safety.
The Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) has
generated much controversy since its
inception five years ago. The problems of work-related injuries and of
occupational diseases demand effective action, but unreasonably large
capital expenditures of more than $5
billion have been required to implement OSHA's 50,000 regulations.
The appointment last year of a new
distinguished Assistant Secretary of
Labor to head OSHA has led to substantial improvements in the agency.
At my request and under his direction unenforceable anachronistic,
trivial, and often burdensome regulations are being eliminated. Since
many injuries result from human
carelessness, the agency is going to
devote a major part of its efforts to
education, particularly the dissemination of knowledge and information
about safety to employers, employees, other government agencies,
the Congress, and the media.
Finally, OSHA is going to devote
more resources to improving the
technical and engineering skills of its
own staff. OSHA recognizes and is
acting on the knowledge that safety
is not just a simple matter of avoiding hazards. The goal is the eliminating of hazards before they are able
to penetrate the workplace. This is
an engineering job, a job as tough
and as complicated as any which
ever faced any engineer. The Consumer Products Safety Commission
(CPSC), the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA), and
the Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA) are beginning
to take a more balanced and deliberate approach to safety regulations.
They are establishing clear priorities
and giving due weight to other so-

Candidate Carter's responses:

cietal goals, such as energy, conservation, environment, environmental
protection, and economic efficiency
and prosperity.
For example, the Consumer Products Safety Commission (CPSCl has
established new mechanisms and
guidelines for the setting of priorities. It is also in the process of
taking other organizational and programatic steps necessary to make
CPSC an efficient and effective regulatory body, properly responsive to
legitimate consumer product safety
problems that cannot be adequately
addressed with its competitive markets. NHTSA is re-evaluating the
effectiveness of existing motor vehicle and highway regulations for the
purpose of improving or eliminating
those which are unnecessary or inefficient. It has made an effort to
publicize the issues involved in important regulatory decisions such as
that concerning the controversial
"air-bag" restraint, and it has encouraged the public to express its
views openly to the agency before
regulatory decisions are made.
Mining has historically been the
most dangerous occupation in the
United States. Through federal mine
health and safety programs administered by the U. S. Interior Department's Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration (MESA), great
strides have been taken to make
mining as safe as any other occupation a man could choose. The ultimate proof that the efforts of more
than 3,000 MESA inspectors, training
specialists, and engineers is paying
off is clearly shown by the record of
injury statistics in the mining industry.
From 1970-when the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act went into
force-to 1975, the number of men
killed annually in coal mine accidents has declined from 260 to 155.
Q. What are your feelings concerning improvement or revitalization of
Worker's Compensation laws in the
U.S.? Should there be federal legislation, or should programs be kept at
the state level? What are the prob-

(continued on page 40)
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Q. What is your philosophy, including outlook and plans, regarding
safety for all Americans, both on and
and off the job?
A. We must do more to guarantee
each and every American the right
to a safe and healthy community,
home, and place of work. Twenty
percent of deaths and injuries related to household consumer products involve unsafe products. Over
600 toxic chemicals are introduced
into our workplaces annually. There
are currently over 13,000 already
listed. It has been estimated that
100,000 working people die each
year due to occupational disease.
The control of occupational hazards can save many workers each
year who die prematurely because
they are exposed to toxic chemicals,
dust, pesticides, unsafe machinery,
and other dangerous conditions. Nationwide efforts in this area should
continue until our working citizens
are safe in their jobs.
And, as consumers, we are all concerned about safety. Reforms are
necessary to protect the safety of the
consumers of this country.
We must institutionalize the consumer's role through the creation of
a Consumer Protection Agency. This
agency would serve as a strong voice
in government hearings and legislation, would insure that the consumer's interest in safety is considered,
and would help assure that government speaks for consumers rather
than for the vested interests.
We should establish a strong nationwide program of consumer safety
education to give the consumer the
knowledge to protect himself. In
Georgia, we set up a program in
which state field workers travelled
across the state training social workers and teachers in the basics of consumer law and protection. We established a toll-free Wats line to help
the citizens of our state who had
complaints and who needed information.
If our government is truly to be a
government of the people, it must
also be a government which protects
the rights of the consumer to a safe
and healthy life.
Q. What is your position on the
OCTOBER, 1976

overall effectiveness of each of the
following regulatory agencies involved with safety? How well have
they worked? Can they be improved;
and how? a. OSHA? b. CPSC? c.
MESA? d. NHTSA?
A. The reform of our regulatory
agencies-those involved with safety
as well as many others-would be
one of the highest priorities of a
Carter Administration. First, I feel it
is important to examine the manner
in which the regulatory agencies exercise their authority.
Throughout this campaign, I have
emphasized the need for a "code
of ethics" for federal regulators.
Such a code includes:
-government in the "sunshine"
which is open and accessible to
all members of the public, not
just special interests;
-strong implementation and enforcement of our freedom of
information laws;
-disclosure and control of the
activities of lobbyists through
enactment and enforcement of
a strong lobbying disclosure
law;
-breaking up the sweetheart arrangements between regulatory
agencies and the regulated industries and closing the revolving door of employment which
exists between them;
-annual disclosure of all financial
involvements of major federal
officials should be required by
law, and;
-no gifts of any value should be
permitted to a public official.
I will not permit our regulatory
agencies to become dumping grounds
for unsuccessful candidates, faithful
political partisans, out-of-favor White
House aides, and representatives of
narrow special interests. Insistence
on high qualifications of regulatory
officials, coupled with openness in
government can go a long way toward making our regulatory agencies
truly responsive and responsible to
the public interest they are designed
to serve.
Second, I believe it is important
to undertake a drastic and thorough
revision of the procedures for analyzing the effectiveness of regulatory

agencies. We need increased program evaluation. Many programs fail
to define with any specificity what
they intend to accomplish. Without
that specification, eva Iuation by objective is impossible. My evaluation
of the overall effectiveness of agencies and programs in the occupational, consumer, mining, and transportation safety areas will be guided
by the following general objectives.
With respect to OSHA, I believe
the basic concept is excellent. We
should continue to clarify and expand the state role in the implementation of health and safety. OSHA
must be strengthened to ensure that
those who earn their living by personal labor can work in safe and
healthy environments.
The Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970 should cover all
employees and be enforced as intended when the Law was enacted.
However, early and periodic review
of the Act's provisions should be
made to insure that they are reasonable and workable. I would look
favorably on developing means to
provide technical assistance and information to employers to encourage
compliance with the Act.
In the area of consumer product
safety, consumers must achieve
greater protection against dangerous
products. The 1970 National Commission on Product Safety stated that
accidents in American homes associated with consumer products accounted for 30,000 deaths a year. In
order to reduce these horrifying statistics, I recommend:
-strong enforcement of existing
laws;
-enforcement of stringent flammability standards for clothing;
-adequate research programs to
anticipate potential hazards;
-expanded pre-market testing for
all new chemicals to elicit their
general characteristics and environmental and health effects;
-quality and safety standards,
where feasible, for food and
manufactured items;
-full product labeling of relevant

(continued on page 40)
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